
Union Pacific ‘Late’ Challenger 
Reservation Information

Union Pacific ‘Late’ Challenger Order Form
The price for all versions of the Challenger model is $5,500USD (plus shipping). Please confirm availability and shipping charges with us 
directly before ordering. Please include full payment with your order, using either check or check credit information on the reverse side 
of this order form. Information to pay by direct wire transfer will be provided upon request.

Name: _________________________________________ Address: _____________________________________________________

City: ______________________________________ State: _____  Zip Code: _______________ Country: ______________________

Phone: ________________________ Fax: __________________________ E-mail: ________________________________________

We are offering eight basic versions of our Challenger, plus sub-versions where appropriate based on road number and production order. 
The quantities are limited so you may want to provide an alternate to your first choice and so designate it to prevent a further loss of time 
and possible selections, we will do our best to honor your first choice.

Version #1 - Early Coal - Each of the three production orders included in this version had unique detailing and our models will reflect 
that. The available road numbers and the production orders to which they belonged were: the first production order road numbers were 
3950-3969, the second production order road numbers were 3975-3999 and the third production order road numbers were 3930-3949. Paint 
scheme: Black overall, Graphite smokebox & firebox and Aluminum color markings.

Version #2 - Coal 3967 (10 Models) - This version is the same as version #1 with the addition of wind wings (smoke lifters). Road 
number 3967 was one of two coal fired locomotives to have wind wings installed and was the only one to keep them until the end 
of service. Paint scheme: Black overall, Graphite smokebox & firebox and Aluminum color markings.

Version #3 - Late Coal - This version incorporates a number of substantial modifications made during the mid-service period, which in-
cluded: new pilot, new firebox arrangement, relocated generator, ATC (automatic train control) equipment and extended coal boards. By the 
late service period eighteen locomotives had been converted to oil firing so the remaining appropriate road numbers for this version are: 3933, 
3935, 3936, 3939-3942, 3945-3974, 3985-3999. Paint scheme: Black overall, Graphite smokebox & firebox and Aluminum color markings.

Version #4 - Early Oil Fired - The conversion to oil firing required substantial changes to the firebox and cab area of the locomotive, altered 
cab interior arrangement and a fuel tank in the coal bunker of the tender. Prior to being painted in the passenger paint scheme these eight 
locomotives had ‘wind wings’ installed, our models have removable ‘wind wings’ so that either period of operation can be modeled. The 
appropriate road numbers are: 3975-3984. Paint scheme: Black overall, Graphite smokebox & firebox and Aluminum color markings.

Version #5 - Passenger Paint Scheme (10 Models) - This is the same as our version #4 model, but with the famous two-tone gray pas-
senger paint scheme with silver-grey stripes and lettering. Road numbers: 3975-3984.

Version #6 - Late Oil Fired - The late ‘oil’ version combines the design features of version #4 with the late modifications included on the 
version #3 models. Road numbers: 3700-3717. Paint scheme: Black overall, Graphite smokebox & firebox and Aluminum color markings.

Version #7 - Rio Grande (5 Models) - This is the Rio Grande L-97 variation of our Challenger. With Rio Grande markings, it has detail-
ing much the same as our version #1 second production order models. The applicable road numbers are: 3800-3805. Paint scheme: Black 
overall, Graphite smokebox & firebox and White markings.

Version #8 - Clinchfield (5 Models) - This is the Clinchfield E-3 class variant complete with single large exhaust stack. The basic fea-
tures of this version are similar to version #1 second production order models with modifications made once in Clinchfield service. The 
Clinchfield E-3’s had road numbers: 670-675. Paint scheme: Black overall, Graphite smokebox & firebox and Yellow markings.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• Continue On Other Side •



Version           Road Number       Deposit Amount

_______           ___________  _____________

_______          ___________   _____________

_______          ___________  _____________

_______           ___________  _____________

Total Enclosed:__________________

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
VISA/Mastercard/Discover Card Information

Name on card: ______________________________________

Card #:____________________________________________

Exp date:___________     3-digit security code: ___________ 

Signature__________________________________________

Please provide billing address for card if different than address on front

Street _____________________________________________

City _______________________________  State __________

Country _________________________ Zip Code __________

Submit order and payment to:  Kohs & Company, Inc.
         P.O. Box 689
         Clarkston, MI 48347


